Introduction
With the availability of powerful computer methods it is now often possible to solve the indexing problem and derive symmetry and unit-cell dimensions solely from powder diffraction data. The indexing problem is divided into two consecutive steps. The first one is to find the unit-cell dimensions, and the second one is to prove the correctness of the cell derived. Although the most frequent reason for failure in obtaining a correct reciprocal lattice is the inaccuracy of the input data (Visser, 1969 ) it is not rare that the second step is the prohibitive one.
From experience gathered in using a trial-and-error indexing program written by the present author it has been found that very plausible unit-cell dimensions sometimes may be found also from inaccurate diffraction data. It may, however, be impossible to prove the correctness of the unit cell found, and thus the efforts to index the pattern will be wasted. The purpose of this paper is to derive an upper limit for the volume of unit cells which can be verified by the observed d values.
Trial-and-error programs are usually well suited to the introduction of preset information: known density and cell content in terms of possible cell volumes, known lines, an expected cell edge etc. It has also been found that the introduction of an upper limit in the verifiable cell volume is a very efficient way to save computing time.
De Wolff's figure of merit
De Wolff(1968) presented a figure of merit for estimating the reliability of a unit cell derived exclusively from a given powder pattern. The figure of merit, M2o, is defined by the equation
(1) where Q20 = 1/d2 for the 20th observed line, N20 is the number of different calculated Q values up to Q20 and g is the average value of discrepancies e = IQobs-Qcalcl. The following two statements were given by de Wolff: I. M2o < 6 must give rise to considerable doubt about the result.
II. If the number of unindexed lines below Q2o is not more than two, a value Mzo> 10 guarantees that the indexing procedure is substantially correct.
As stated by de Wolff(1968) the number of unindexed lines is a very rough estimate of the contamination. To what extent it discredits the indexing depends also on the intensity of the unindexed lines. In order to avoid mistakes it may be better to strengthen statement II cited above:
III. If all lines below Q2o are indexed, a value of M/o>10 guarantees that the indexing is substantially correct.
The accuracy required
We may ask what accuracy is needed for the application of criterion III. A minimum value of g may be estimated from the rounding errors.
where A =0.25 x 10-", and n is the number of decimal places given in the observed d value. As an approximate expression for Nao in equation (1) we can use
m where m is the multiplicity factor and V is the cell volume. From (1) and (3) it follows that 3rod2 0
According to III a value of M2o -~ 10 is required. Therefore, we have a critical volume V~ri, for trial cells beyond which figures of merit give information about rounding errors but not about the correctness of the trial cell.
Vcri t ,~. 3md2o 8ngrl0 (5)
Examples*
As an example, the powder pattern of (UO)2P207 given by Burdese & Borlera (1963) (5) (m=4) is only_ 226 .)(3, and the trial cell volume obtained is 765.7 A 3. Thus, one cannot verify the indexing by criterion III given above. The calculated figure of merit is 7, but this is an accidental effect arising from the fact that the seven last observed and calculated lines in Table 1 deviate much less than 0.0025, which should have been expected from rounding errors alone. This may also be illustrated by reducing the value M20 = 10 used in equation (5) to M2o=6. Then the recalculated critical volume for the (UO)zP207 pattern is 377 A 3, which is still far below 765.7 A 3. It is therefore not even justified to apply the de Wolff criterion I. It should be clearly stated that the unit cell discussed above may well be incorrect. The reason why it is given here is to show that the prohibitive point in the indexing of an unknown powder pattern, given as d values to two decimal places, is often to prove the correctness of a found cell. In the following discussion it is assumed that the dca~c values given in Table 1 originate from a true unit cell with the dimensions given above. It is supposed then that dcalc 3 and d~a~c 2 * Unit cells discussed in this paper are termed 'possible'. They should not be cited in other contexts until they have been verified by some other method or better data.
in the table represent 'observed' d values to three and two decimal places respectively. The columns 83 and 82 show the e values calculated with equation (2). The critical volume derived from the average u22 is 226 A3, identical to the one discussed above and calculated from the dob s table. The critical volume calculated from the average U33 is one order of magnitude larger: 2262 A 3. This clearly illustrates the importance of more accurate data when using the de Wolff figure of merit. As can be seen from the table the dominating contributions arise from the smallest d values.
In an article by Schaekers & Greybe (1973) a powder pattern from U305P207 is given and compared with a pattern from a compound (UO)3(PO4)2 published in the paper by Burdese & Borlera (1963) discussed above. Schaekers & Greybe claim that the two powder patterns arise from the same compound, U3OsP2Ov. In order to test if the pattern obtained by Schaekers & Greybe arises from one single phase one may try to find a unit cell by which the pattern can be indexed. A monoclinic cell with a= 16-399, b=9"508, c= 10"505 A and/3= 102.92 ° was found. All lines are indexed, and the deviations [dobs-dcalc[ are less than the corresponding differences between the dob s from U3OsP207 and '(UO)3(PO,~)/' respectively. Unfortunately, however, the 19 first dobs in the U3OsP207 pattern are given in A to only two decimals. The critical volume is 1105 A, 3, and since the volume of the trial cell is 1596 A, 3 criterion III cannot be applied. If one line is omitted a figure of merit equals nine can be calculated from an average of the two patterns. This is, however, no evidence for the correctness of the trial cell.
In a paper concerning transition metal hexammines, by Mfiller, B6schen & Baran (1973) , 12 unindexed powder patterns are given. At least five of them may be indexed by orthorhombic or monoclinic cells, but The observed and the two alternative calculated patterns are given in Table 3 . It is not the purpose of the present paper, however, to prove that all or any one of these hexammine patterns are correctly indexed by the unit cells given in Table 2 . Judging from the de Wolff criterion I they may all be termed 'possible', but from the quality of data, as expressed by the critical volumes, it seems impossible to prove anything about the correctness of the unit cells found solely from the de Wolff figures of merit. On the other hand, even a third decimal approximated as 0 or 5 in the observed d values (7~) should double the critical volumes. The unreliable unit cells given above are intended to focus the attention on this commonly occurring fact.
General remarks
From the values of e3 and e2 given in Table 1 , one may get the impression that the errors in gobs increase with increasing diffraction angles. This is of course not true, which can be easily seen from a differentiation of Bragg's law. The pronounced increase in e, with decreasing d values is here only an effect of rounding errors. An explicit statement of the estimated experimental errors in 0 and a sufficient number of decimals for each line is of course recommended. Although two decimals in dobs (/~) may be relevant for low-angle lines, it may not be sufficient for the high-angle lines. Since the limit for two-and three-decimal d values in/~ is dependent on the errors of measurement it is not possible to state a general limit here. A 'guard digit', however, i.e. an additional digit retained to reduce the effects of rounding errors is not a bad scientific practice. Furthermore, the superiority of 0 or !/d 2 values over d values is well known but unfortunately they are still not very often published.
It is obvious from the examples given above that it is in general a very unprofitable task to determine unknown cell dimensions from inaccurate powder diffraction data. Unless better data can be collected or other sources of information are available, however, it seems reasonable to save computing time by the introduction of the critical volume as an upper limit in the indexing program.
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